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Abstract The problem of dynamical reconstruction of a control in a parabolic va
riational inequality [1-4] through inaccurate measurement of phase state 
is considered. This problem belongs to the class of dynamical inverse 
problems which consist in reconstruction of unknown input (a control) 
of dynamical systems from (inaccurate) measurement of outputs. 
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Introduction 

Let V and H be real Hilbert spaces, V be a dense subspace of Hand 
V C H = H* c V* algebraically and topologically. We denote by I· Iv 
and I ·IH the norms in V and H, respectively, by (".) a scalar product 
in H, and by (".) duality between V and its dual V*. Let a dynamical 
system be described by the parabolic variational inequality 

(Xt(t)- !(t), x(t)-z)+(Ax(t)-Bu(t), x(t)-z)+ip(x(t) )-ip(z)::;O 

a. e. t E T = [to, '!9] \:fz E V, x(to) = Xo E D(ip). 
(1) 

Here, A : V --+ V* is a linear continuous symmetrical operator satisfying 
(with a certain c > 0 and W E R) the following condition 

(Ay, y) + wlyllT ;:::: (2) 
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!O E W 1,2(T; H) is a given disturbance; cp: V ---t R+ = {r E R: r O} 
U {+oo} is a weakly lower semicontinuous convex function, D( cp) = 
{x E V : cp(x) < +oo}, U is a uniformly convex Banach space (the space 
of controls), W 1,2(T; H) = {x(·) E L2(T; H) : XtO E L2(T; H)}, the 
derivative XtO is understood in a sense of distribution; B is a linear 
continuous operator from U to H. 

Introduce a function CPw(Y) : H ---t R+, 

( ) _ { 1/2(Ay, y) + w/21y11 + cp(y) , 
CPw y - +00 

if y E D(cp), 
otherwise. 

From Theorem 4.1, 1.13 [2J it follows that for any u(·) E L 2 (T, U), 
Xo E D(cp) there exists a unique solution of the inequality (1) with the 
properties: x(·) = x('; to, Xo, u(·)) E W*(T) = W 1,2(T; H) n L2(T; V), 
x(t) E D(cpw) Vt E T, t ---t CPw(x(t)) E AC(T). Here AC(T) is a 
space of absolutely continous functions. 

The problem may be formulated in the following way. Let a uniform 
net ..6. = Ti = Ti-l + 0, TO = to, Tm = {) be fixed on a given 
time interval T. Let a motion of system (1) proceed on the interval T. 
Its trajectory (the solution of (1)) xrO = x(·;to,xo,urO) depends on 
time-varying unknown control u(·) = urO E UT = L2(T; U). Here UT 
is a set of admissible controls. The trajectory Xr (.) is unknown. At 
moments Ti the phase state Xr(Ti) is inaccurately measured. The results 
of measurements er E H, i E [0: m - 1] satisfy the inequality 

ler - Xr(Ti)IH ::; h. (3) 

Here, h E (0,1) is the value of the level of informational noise. It is 
required to design an algorithm allowing to reconstruct (synchro with 
the process) some unknown input u*O generating solution xrO to ine
quality (1). This is meaningful statement of the problem. 

1. The approach to solving the problem 

One of the approaches to solving the problems of similar type was 
described, for example, in [5-12]. (See more detail on this approach in 
surweys [13-16]). Briefly remind about the essence of this approach. Let 
U(xrO) be the set of all inputs u(·) E UT which are compatible with 
xrO, 3T be the set of all measurements, i. e. the set of all piece-wise 
functions on T with values in H, 3(xrO, h) be the set of all h-accurate 
measurements, i. e. functions eh (.) E 3T satisfying (3). An auxiliary 
system M (a model) described by a parabolic variational inequality of 
the form 

(wf(t)- !(t), wh(t)-z)+(Aw(t)-Bt(wh(.), eh(.))vh(t), wh(t)-z)+ (4) 
cp(wh(t))-cp(z)::;O a. e. tET ViEV, wh(to)=waED(cp) 
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is considered. Here B t ( ., .) U ---t H is a family of operators, whose 
structure will be specify below. The motion of the model is denoted 
as whO = wh(·;to,wa,vh(.)) E W*(T). Here vhO is a control in the 
model. Initial state wa of the model is chosen by using the value ea of 
measurement at initial time moment to in accordance with some rule 
Wh fixed in advance: 

wg = wh(to) = Wh(eg) E H. (5) 

Model control rules are identified with pairs Sh = (b..h,Uh), where b..h = 
{Th,i}:hO is a partition of the interval T into half-intervals [Th,i,Th,i+1), 
Th,i+1 = Th,i + 0, 0 = o(h), Th,O = to, Th,mh Uh is a function relating 
element h h h 

Vi =Uhh,ei ,w h)) E U (6) 

to every triple h,er,whh)), i E [0: mh -1], where Ti = Th,i, whh) = 
whh; to, wa, vh(.)), er = ehh), eho E S(xrO, h). Thus, quadruple 
(M, Wh,b..h,Uh) for every h E (0,1) determines some algorithm Dh on 
space of measurements eo E S(XrO,h) (Dh: ST ---t UT) forming out
put vhO = DheO according to the feedback principle (4)-(6). We 
identify the algorithm Dh with quadruple (M, Wh, b..h, Uh). The result 
of work of the algorithm on the interval T is a piecewise constant control 
vh(.) of the form h( ) h (7) 

v t = vi' t E h, Ti+l). 

Let the following condition be fulfilled. 
Condition 1 The set U*(xrO) of L2(T; U)-norm minimal inputs in 
U(xrO) is one-element, i. e. U*(xrO) = {u*(·;xrO)}. 

A family D h , hE (0,1) of operators from ST to UT is called regulari
zing if 

We consider the problems of construction of regularizing families of al
gorithms of modeling 

hE(O,I) (8) 

of the form (4)-(7). We call them positional algorithms of modeling. 
For parabolic variational inequality in [9-11], some regularazing fami

lies of algorithms of modeling Dh of type (8) were indicated for the case 
when the set of admissible controls UT has the form: UT = {u(·) E 
L2(T; U) : u(t) E P for a.e. t E T}. Here P C U is a convex, 
bounded, and closed set. The constructions of works [9-11] are based on 
combination of the theory of control with a model [17] and the known in 
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the theory of ill-posed problems method of smoothing functional (also 
often called Tikhonov's method). In the present work, we modify al
gorithms [5-8, 1O-12J for the case when set UT is unbounded. Note 
that works [9, 13J indicate some other regularizing algorithms Dh of re
construction of unbounded controls in parabolic variational inequalities 
based on a dynamical modification of the discrepancy method. Ques
tions on program control of parabolic variational inequalities have been 
discussed in monographs [2J. 

After model (4) and its initial state (5) are chosen the work of the 
algorithm Dh (for fixed h) corresponds to the following outline. First, 
before the moment to, a partition .6. = .6.h = (Ti = Th,i) of the 
interval T is chosen and fixed. At the i-th step carried out during the 
time interval h, Ti+1) , the following sequence of actions takes place. The 
output Xr (Ti) is inaccurately measured, i. e. the value E H with the 
properties (3) is calculated. Then the model control is determined by (6), 
(7) and after that we form the new part of the model trajectory wh(t), 
t E (Ti' Ti+1J instead of WfO,Ti (-) (memory correction). The procedure 
stops at the time moment {). 

Construction of a family Dh is based on Theorem 1 formulated below. 
Let us fix a functional A°(-,.) on W*(T) x W*(T). 

Definition 1 [7, 15J A family D h , h E (0,1), (8) of positional algorithms 
of modeling is said to be A ° -stable if there exist functions kl (. ), k2 (. ), 
k3(·): [0,00) -t [0,00) such that k1(h) -t 1, k2(h) -t 0, k3(h) -t ° as 
h -t 0, and for every observation record E B(xr (-) , h), it holds that 

Ivh(·)I L2(T;U) :s; k1(h)lu*(-; X rC))IL2(T;U) + k2(h), (9) 
A O(xr C), wh (.)) :s; k3 (h), (10) 

where vh(.) = and whO is the model motion generated by Dh 
under the observation record 

Then the following theorem is true. 

Theorem 1 [15J Let a family Dh of positional algorithms of modeling be 
a) AO-stable, and b) for every hk > 0, hk -t 0+ as k -t +00, E 
B(xrC),hk), Whk (.) = Whk(.;to,whk(tO),vhk(.)), vhk (.) = the 
limit correlations vhk (.) -t v(·) weakly in L2(T; U), A O(xr( .), whk (.)) -t ° 
imply that v(·) E U(xrO). Then the family Dh, h E (0,1), is regu
larizing. 

First we consider a case where a control u*(·; xrC)) is a bounded 
function, i.e., u*(·; xrO) E Loo(T; U). Let a number a > ° such that 
Xo E Xo = {x E D(rp) : IxI1 + rpw(x) :s; a < +oo} be choosen. 
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We take a family of partitions (.6.h) of the interval T, and fuctions 
a(h):R+ --+R+ and d(h):R+ --+R+ satisfying the following conditions: 

a(h) --+ 0, 8(h) --+ 0, d(h) --+ +00, 
d(h)(h + 8(h))ja(h) --+ 0, a(h)d2(h) --+ ° as h --+ ° + . 

This condition holds, for example, if 8(h) ::; ch, a(h) = qh'Y, 
"( = 0,5+"(0, "(0 E (0;0,25), d(h) = C2h-1/4, C,Cl,C2 are positive con
stants. The family (Wh) of to-algorithms is defined by rule (5), where 

(11) 

From (3) and inclusion Xo E X o, it follows B(eg) i- 0. In its turn, the 
model control law Sh = (.6.h,Uh) is defined following rule (6), (7), where 
we assume 

Uh(Ti,er,whh)) = argmin{l(a,v,si) : v E S(d(h))}, (12) 

l(a, v, Si) = 2(Si' Bv) + a(h)lvlb, Si = Wh(Ti) - er, (13) 
S(d(h)) = {u E U: lulu::; d(h)}. 

For a fixed h (and, consequently, a fixed family .6.h = with 
diameter 8(h)) model M is given by the mapping associated with each 
triple (wg, eh(.), vh(.)), wg E X o, eh(.) E 2(x(·), h), vh(.) E L2(T; U) 
with a function whO = wh(.; to, wa, eh(.), vh(.)) E W*(T) which is a 
unique solution of variational inequality (4), where 

for t E 8i = h, Ti+l), Ti = Th,i, er = eh( Ti), w* = 0, if w ::; 0, w* = w+co, 
otherwise (co 2': 0). Let 

AO(x(·), wh(.)) = Ix(·) - wh(·)I&(T;H) + 2clxO - whOIL(T;V)· (15) 

Theorem 2 The family of positional modeling algorithms Dh (8) of the 
form (4)-(7), (11)-(14) satisfies conditions of Theorem 1 and is regu
larizing. 

Before proving the theorem, we formulate auxiliary statements. Let 
w*=w, if w>O, w*=O otherwise. Introduce a mapping l(·) : W*(T)--+R+, 

l(y(·)) = ly(·)IC(T;H) + IYtOIL2(T;H) + ly(·)IL2(T;V)· 

The following lemmas are true. 

Lemma 1 There exists a number K* = K*(w*, c, IBI,C(T;U)) such that 
for any Xo E D(<p), u(·) E UT, x(·) = x(·;to,xo,u(·)) the inequality 
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holds. 
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l(x(·)) :::; K*(l + w*lxolH + cpy2(xO) + IU(')IL2(T;U)) 

Lemma 2 There exists a number K* = K*(w*,c,IBI.c(T;U),CO) such 
that for any wg E D(cp), vh(.) E UT, E B(xrO, h), whO = 
wh(.; to, wg, vh(.)) , the inequality 

l(wh(.)) :::; K*(l + + + Ivh(')IL2(T;U)) 
holds. 

These lemmas are proved by the standard scheme [1, 2]. 
Let us emphasize that constants K* and K* do not depend on wg, 

uO or vh(.). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us show that the family Dh (4)-(7), (11)
(14) is AO-stable. Let E B(xrO, h), vh(.) = and whO 
is the model motion (4) generated by Dh under the observation record 

Consider the value 

ch(t) = + 2clJ.Lh(·)IL([to,tj;V) + a(h) 1: {IVh(T)lb - IU*(T)lb} dT. 

Here and below J.Lh(.) = xrO - whO. Setting in (1) and (4) z = wh(t) 
and z = xr(t), respectively, and summing the corresponding inequalities, 
we obtain 

(J.Lf(t) , J.Lh(t)) + (AJ.Lh(t), J.Lh(t)) :::; (B(u*(t) - vh(t)), J.Lh(t))
w*(whh) - J.Lh(t)) for a.a. t E 6i = h, Ti+l). 

h = Th,i, = Hence, taking into account (2) we derive a.e. 
in 6i 

+ - :::; 
(B(u*(t) - vh(t)), J.Lh(t)) + w*(whh) - J.Lh(t)). (16) 

It is easy to see that for t E 6i 

i t ( wh h) - J.L h ( t)) :::; 
:::; (h + Ti + IXrT(T)IH} dT) lJ.Lh(t) IH (17) 

In this case, for a.a. t E 5i 

1/2dlJ.Lh(t) / dt+clJ.Lh(t) u*( t)-vh(t)), )+Pi(t, h, 6), 
(18) 

where kh = w* + IBI(Q + d(h)), Q = lu*(·)IL=(T;U), 

Pi(t, h, 5) = kh(h + 1: + IXTT(T)IH} dT). 

Let h* > ° such that d(h) > Q for h E (0, h*). Hence, using the rule of 
definition of a control vh (.), we obtain 
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Consequently, by Lemmas 1 and 2, the inequality 

ch(t) ::; ch(tO) + 2kh(h(19 - to) + 8(h)) it + Ixrr(-r)IH} dr) ::; 
to 

k1(1 + d(h))(h + 8(h)) t E T 

is valid. We deduce 

A O(xrO, wh(.)) ::; k1(1 + d(h))(h + 8(h)) + a(h)k2(1 + d2(h)), (19) 

Ivh(.) IL 2(T;U) ::; lu* (.) IL 2(T;U) + k1 (a -l(h )(1 + d(h) )(h + 8(h)) )1/2. (20) 
Here, the constant k1 does not depent on h and can be written explicitly. 
Thus, the family Dh is AO-stable. It is easy to see that the condition b) 
of Theorem 1 holds, if 

y(.) = xr(-), (21) 

where y(.) = x(·;to,xo,v(·)). Prove (21). Note, that 

IXrO - Whk(·)lc(T;H) --t 0 as k --t 00, (22) 

if hk --t O. Here whk (.) = V hk (.) = 
Dhk (.)). The inequality 

Iy(t) - whk + 2it {cly(r) - whk - wly(r) - Whk ( dr ::; 
to 

2it(B(v(r) - vhk(r)),y(r) - whk(r))Hdr+ 

Iw*I.;ax - Whkh)IH it Iy(r) - whk(r)IH dr 
tE[O:mhk1 to 

is true. Hence, taking into account (22), inclusion E B(xrO, hk), 
convergence hk to 0, and weak convergence of controls vhk (.) to v(·) in 
L2(T; U) as k --t 00, in virtue of Gronwoll inequality, we obtain 

Iy(·) - Whk(·)lc(T;H) --t 0 as k --t 00. 

Therefore, relation (21) holds. The theorem follows from Theorem l. 
Let the following condition be fulfilled 

Condition 2 The fuction <p is differentiable and operator ex 
grad<p(x) : V --t V* is Lipshitz. 

Then the estimate of convergence rate of the algorithm is true. 

Theorem 3 Let U = V, B be the operator of canonical embedding V in 
Hand u* (.) = u* (.; Xr (.)) be a function with bounded variation. Then 
the estimate 

holds. 

lu*(-) - vh(·)I L 2(T;H) ::; K{[d(h)(h + 8(h)) + a(h)d2(h)F/2+ 
a-1(h)d(h)(h + 8(h))} 

The theorem is proved analogously to [15]. 
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3. Case u*(.; x r (·» E L 2 (T; U) 

Consider the case when u*(·; xr (-)) is a norm-square integrable func
tion, i.e., u*(·; xrO) E L2(T; U). As the model M we take the variational 
inequality (4) with the family of operators B t (-; .) : U -t H of the form 
(14). The family (Wh) of to-algorithms is defined as mentioned above, 
i.e., by rule (5), (11), the model control law Sh = (tlh,Uh) being defined 
by the rule (6), (7), where we assume 

Uh(ri,er,Wh(ri)) = argmin{l(a,v,si): v E U} = -a-1B'si, (23) 

Si = whh) - er. Let a family of partitions (tlh) of the interval T, and 
fuction a(h) : R+ -t R+ satisfying the following conditions: 

M-1(h) ::;; C, 8(h)a-2(h)::;; C, 
a(h) -t 0, 8(h) -t 0, (h + 8(h))ja(h) -t ° as h -t ° + . (24) 

Here C = const > ° that does not depend on h. 

Theorem 4 The family of positional modeling algorithms Dh (8) of the 
form (4)-(7), (11), (14), (23) satisfies conditions of Theorem 1 and is 
regularizing. 

Proof of theorem is carried out by the scheme of that for Theorem l. 
Taking into account (2) we derive a.e. in 8i (16). It is also easy to see 
that for t E <5i inequality (17) holds along with 

(B(u*(t) - vh(t), /-lh(t)) ::;; (B(u*(t) - vh(t)),er - whh)) + 

+ IBI{lu*(t)1 + Ivh(t)l}(h + 1: gh(r) dr), 

In this case, for a.a. t E <5i estimate (18) holds, provided 

Pi(t, h, <5) = {w* + IBlflu*(t)lu + Ivh(t)lu]}(h + 1; gh(r) dr), 

gh(r) = + IxrT(r)IH. 

Hence, using the rule of definition of a control vhC) (23), we obtain 

Ch(t) ::;; ch(ri) + w*<5h + <5w* it gh(r) dr + h21B12+ 
t t ' (25) 

381i Fh(r)dr + 2<52(1 + IBI2) 

where ph(r) = + Summing right and left hand of 
the inequality (25) over i and taking into account Lemmas 1 and 2, the 
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inclusion u*O E L2 (T; U), we deduce 

ch(t) ch(tO) + bIh(l + hjo) + b20 + b301t Fh(T) dT 
to 

i(t) (26) 
ch(tO) + bIh(l + hjo) + b40 + b302 L IvJI2, 

j=O 

where the symbol i(t) denotes an integer part of number t. Besides, by 
the rule of definition of vf (see (23)), we have 

(27) 

where p,f = p,hh) = xrh) - whh). From (26), (27) and inequalities 
ch(tO) 4h2, M-I(h) C, follows the estimation 

p,f ch(tO) + bIh(l + hjo) + b30 + o:lu*(·)IL(T;U) + 

i-I i-I 

b202 L 2I B I2(p,J + h2)0:-2 :s b5 (h + 0 + 0:) + b6 020:-2 L p,J. 
j=o j=O 

Taking into account Gronwoll inequality, and inequality 
we deduce 

Summing left hand of the inequality (27) over i,we obtain from (28) 

mh-I mh-I 

02 L IvJI2 21BI2 L (p,f + h2)0:-2 :s bsoo:-2(0: + h + 0). (29) 
j=O j=O 

Due to (24) without commonness loss, suppose O(h)o:-I(h) :s 1. There
fore, from (26), (29) we derive the estimation 

ch(t) :s b7 (h + 0 + 020:-2 + Mo:-2) bs(h + 0). (30) 

Therefore Ivh(·)ILcT;U) :s lu*(·)ILcT;U) +bs(h+o)o:-I. This means that 
the inequality (9) takes place if we have kl(h) = 1, k2(h) = (bs(h + 
0(h))0:-I(h))1/2. From (30) we deduce (10), where functional A°(-,.) is 
defined by (15) and k3(h)=bg(h+o(h)+0:(h)). The theorem is proved. 

The next theorem is proved analogously to Theorem 3: 

Theorem 5 Let conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then the estimate 

is true. 
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